CISM Report for 66th IPC Plenary

39th CISM World Military Parachuting Championship WMPC Pohang, Korea Republic 1-11 Oct 2015

39th WMPC was successfully concluded inside 6th Military World Games in Korea Republic with over 7000 participants from 117 nations. Parachuting had a participation as usual with 45 teams from 33 nations. On behalf of IPC President Graeme Windsor the 1st Vice President Dr. Exi Hoenle took part in the MWG opening ceremony and stayed until the first parachuting medal award ceremony. During 39th WMPC four CISM records were broken. Male Team Accuracy (all 5 competitors 0,00) by Morocco, Male Individual Accuracy 6 x0,00 +0,02 by D. Maximov/ RUS, Female Junior Individual Accuracy 2 x 0,00+0,01 by L. Olivier/FRA and Female Formation Skydiving 4way with 33 points by USA female team.

Results, photos and reports from 6th MWG are available on www.korea2015mwg.org and on the CISM website http://www.cismmilsport.org/portfolio/38wmcparachuting/

The official MWG memory coin and stamp included FS 4way together with fencing.
I believe to be chosen from all 24 World Championship Sports (including such popular ones like golf, shooting, swimming,...) is a good promotion for our sport.
40th World Military Parachuting Championship (WMPC) 2016 – Moscow- Kubinka/ Russia

40th WMPC 2016 slides were presented at the open CPC meeting in Pohang (CISM parachuting website [http://www.cismmilsport.org/portfolio/parachuting](http://www.cismmilsport.org/portfolio/parachuting))

The full invitation file for 40th WMPC is available at [http://www.cismmilsport.org](http://www.cismmilsport.org) download section as well, The usual cism password may be needed (available on request)
Contact e-mail tot he 2016 host: cismparachuting2016@yandex.ru

Schedule 40th WMPC 2016:
17 July Arrival day
18 July Official Training Day, Technical Meeting (evening)
19-27 July Competition days
28 July Reserve competition day (only for minimum rounds or tie-break jumps) Closing Ceremony
29 July Departure Day

The Preliminary Entry is due 1st April 2016 and has to include the name of a valid FAI or CISM parachuting judge. “No judge-no team” rule applies and no entry without a judge will be accepted.

Other CISM activities 2016
CISM Accuracy Landing Tournament (on invitation) 30June- 03 July 2016 Zuerich Switzerland

CISM Parachuting Regulations 2016

Some few changes have been made (e.g. clarification of NV in FS one block changed)
New: A total of 2 Juniors (male and/or female) can be added in addition to the male and female team.
Unchanged: All Juniors will be ranked in junior classification (also those who are in the team) and also all juniors are ranked in in the general classification.

It is not possible to synchronize IPC and CISM rules completely (e.g. protest and jury procedures, team semi & final in accuracy instead of individual jumps)
CISM will not impose any additional technical and financial burden on the organizer (e.g. for AL a camera system that controls an electronic measurement system and/or supervises the judges’ work)

The 2016 CISM Parachuting rules are available at [http://www.cismmilsport.org/portfolio/parachuting](http://www.cismmilsport.org/portfolio/parachuting)
CISM parachuting judges

A Joint FAI & CISM beginner judges seminar in S&A and 4way FS as well as a CISM refresher evaluation was held in May 2015 in Pohang/KOR.

CISM continues with the bi-annual refresher test for every judge and in the written test also includes questions on FAI Sporting Code in order to maintain the current standard of parachuting judges. The next CISM seminar will be held at 40th WMPC.

I want to thank IPC Judge Training Course Coordinator and the IPC Judges Committee for the continuous good cooperation.

Finally I want to thank all IPC officials for the good cooperation, and want to express my sincere gratitude to the supporters of the CISM Parachuting, namely Curt from Para Gear and Helmut from Cypres.
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